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Introduction
Epilepsy is a disease characterized by recurrent episodes of dysfunctional brain activity associated in time with changes in behavior. Yet, current therapies do not take into account the episodic nature of epileptic seizures. Therefore, a goal of current research is to develop seizure-triggered diagnostic, therapeutic, and alerting systems. Central to these systems is an algorithm that can detect seizure activity early and accurately. In this article, we describe the architecture and performance of a real-time intracranial EEG (IEEG) seizure onset detector.
Rapid and reliable seizure onset detection from IEEG is challenging for a number of reasons. First, IEEG varies greatly across individuals with epilepsy [1] . In fact, the intracranial EEG associated with seizure onset in one patient can closely resemble a benign pattern within the IEEG of another patient. Furthermore, there exists significant overlap in the IEEG associated with seizure and nonseizure states. In addition to interpatient variability, there is also intrapatient variability. The identity of the IEEG channels involved and the evolution of the earliest seizure activity can differ within an individual, particularly when seizures arise from different brain regions. Moreover, the IEEG of patients with epilepsy transitions between electrographic stages within both the seizure and the nonseizure states and is, therefore, a nonstationary process.
Previous work has introduced a wide variety of techniques. Results from these studies show that many of the techniques struggle with high latencies, false alarm rates, or both. Furthermore, some aspects of these studies remain to be addressed. First, most IEEG detection studies use only relatively short records; past studies have used no more than 30 hours per patient and considerably less than 24 hours for many patients [2] [3] [4] [5] . This may lead to an inaccurate estimate of the false alarm rate and may not faithfully represent long-term performance in a clinical application.
In addition, previous work in the area of IEEG seizure detection has focused on data sets with a small number of preselected electrodes [2, [5] [6] [7] . This may ignore useful information that is not obvious on visual examination and, in some cases, necessitates additional assessment and culling of the data set by an expert.
We employ a machine-learning approach that is patient specific (i.e., the classifier for each patient is trained using the same patient's previously recorded IEEG data). Our evaluation uses more than 875 hours of IEEG in total, averaging more than 87 hours of continuous IEEG data per patient. This study also uses the full set of intracranial electrodes of sufficient recording quality. The algorithm detects seizures by examining the short-term evolution of spectral properties of the IEEG across many channels and comparing periods between seizures with seizure activity itself. Relative to previously published methods, ours exhibits high sensitivity, short latencies, and low false alarm rates.
Methods
We treat seizure detection as a binary classification problem that involves separating seizure activity from nonseizure activity. We adopt a patient-specific approach to seizure detection to overcome the cross-patient variability in ictal and interictal IEEG patterns and to exploit the consistency within ictal patterns emerging from the same brain region within the same patient. The key to our detector's high accuracy is a feature vector that unifies in a single feature space the time evolution of spectral properties of the brain's electrical activity as recorded by several IEEG electrodes. The algorithm presented is based in part on the algorithm in [8, 9] , with some essential changes also described in this section.
Detection algorithm
Our goal is to construct a function f(X) that maps a feature vector X derived from an epoch of IEEG onto the labels Y = ±1 depending on whether X is representative of seizure or nonseizure IEEG. The function is derived using training sets of seizure and nonseizure feature vectors specific to an individual patient. In this section we discuss how we construct the feature vector X, the discriminant function f(X), and the training sets.
Features important for characterizing IEEG activity include its spectral distribution, the channels on which it manifests, and its short-term temporal evolution. The following subsections illustrate how these features are extracted and encoded. We use spectral energy features similar to those that have been shown to be effective in the seizure detection scheme of Shoeb [8] . Each spectral feature represents the logarithm of the total energy in a specific frequency band on a single channel.
EEG signals generally have a spectral amplitude profile that is inversely proportional to frequency. To remove this frequency-domain trend, a derivative filter is applied to all channels as an added first step in the feature extraction phase for the IEEG detector. This introduces more parity in the scaling of spectral content at different frequencies.
Considering the multiple frequency components that compose the activity associated with seizure onset is essential to detecting seizures with high accuracy. The dominant spectral content of a seizure epoch may overlap the dominant frequency of an epoch of nonseizure activity, but they can still be distinguished by the presence or absence of other spectral components. We extract the spectral structure of a sliding window of length L = 1 second by passing it through a filter bank and then measuring the energy falling within the passband of each filter. This choice of epoch length provides sufficient time resolution to capture discrete electrographic events, and also provides sufficient frequency resolution when compared against the bandwidth of the bandpass filters. Consecutive epochs are separated by 1 second. The filter bank is composed of M = 17 filters and is illustrated in Fig. 1 .
The scalp EEG seizure detector in [8, 9] focuses on the frequency range 0.5-25 Hz. However, the IEEG is a signal of a higher bandwidth and carries relevant information at higher frequencies. Therefore, the IEEG detector filter bank considers a wider range of frequencies, although more emphasis is still placed on the lower-frequency range. The range 0.5-35 Hz range is covered by more filters (12) , each with a bandwidth of 3 Hz, whereas the range 35-105 Hz range is covered by a lower density of filters (5), each with a bandwidth of 15 Hz. The 60-Hz region is neglected so as to remove the 60-Hz electrical noise often contaminating the signals from consideration.
For channel k, the energy measured by filter i is denoted by the feature x i,k . To capture the spectral and spatial information contained within each 1-second EEG epoch at time t = T, we concatenate the M = 17 spectral energies extracted from each of N EEG channels. This process forms a feature vector X T with M × N elements as shown in the middle portion of Fig. 1 . Each feature is multiplied by a coefficient to normalize the approximate scaling of each feature in the set. The scaling and normalization coefficients are determined using the training points only. This is to avoid situations where some features do not play a significant role in the classifier structure because of the dominance of features with much larger scaling. The features are median centered and then divided by the median absolute value.
The feature vector X T does not capture how an epoch relates to those in the recent past. Consequently, X T cannot represent how a seizure emerges from the background or how it evolves. To capture this information, we form the time-delay embedded feature vector χ T by stacking the vectors X T ,X T-L …X T-(W-1)L from W contiguous, but nonoverlapping L = 1 second epochs as shown on the right side of Fig. 1 . This approach allows the timing and order of discrete events to be encoded to some extent, and it is not equivalent to forming a feature vector X T using a longer epoch length L. We set W = 3.
The feature vector χ T is classified as representative of seizure or nonseizure activity using a linear support vector machine (SVM). We train the SVM on seizure vectors computed from the first S = 20 seconds of each training seizure, and on nonseizure vectors computed from nonseizure IEEG. In the training phase, the nonseizure feature vectors were subsampled such that only every sixth epoch in the training set was used due to memory limitations. An exception to this is made for the 20-minute period following any seizure, to ensure there are enough training examples to describe the postictal period, which tends to be associated with electrographic qualities that distinguish it from the rest of the nonseizure activity. Within the SVM light software package [10] , the error cost parameter was set to C = 1/1000. An artifact rejection component works in conjunction with a trained classifier by checking for large differences between the minimum and maximum values of the signal for each channel within W× L = 3 seconds to reject high-amplitude artifacts. If more than 20% of the channels are deemed to contain artifact then a seizure detection alarm is prevented at the corresponding time. More specifically, a seizure detection alarm is raised when feature vectors corresponding to K = 2 consecutive epochs are classified as belonging to the seizure class, and no artifact is detected (on enough channels) within them by the artifact rejection module. The alarm is turned off if the classifier does not detect a seizure in any epochs for more than 2 minutes.
Data and evaluation methodology
The data used to evaluate our detector consist of more than 875 hours of continuous IEEG sampled at 500 Hz. The data were recorded at Massachusetts General Hospital from 10 patients with focal epilepsy (5 females, age at onset = 15 ± 5 years [mean ± SD], age at surgery = 40 ± 9 years [mean ± SD]). Etiologies included mesial temporal sclerosis (2), cortical dysplasia (2), posttraumatic epilepsy (1), and postinfectious epilepsy (1); in 4 patients the etiology was unknown.
The patients were all surgical candidates who required invasive monitoring and, therefore, represent cases more complicated than the general population of patients with epilepsy. They are also not necessarily representative of the population most likely to benefit from a seizure detection system. For example, patients for whom resection would incur too much risk (e.g., because the seizures arise from eloquent cortex) would be prime candidates for an implanted seizure detection and control system. The data used for this article were collected for clinical purposes, and once enough seizures were observed data collection was halted. If a similar system were to be deployed, sufficient data would be collected from a patient specifically for the purpose of training the system, as is the case (albeit with manual tuning) with existing devices [11] .
While the recordings were being made, the patients experienced a total of 67 seizures (between 3 and 12 seizures per patient). For each seizure, an expert indicated the earliest IEEG change associated with the seizure. The patients were consecutively chosen, with two patients omitted because the clinicians were unable to reliably determine seizure onsets. We used a bipolar montage, consistent with the montage used by clinicians who reviewed each patient's data and authored an accompanying IEEG report. In most cases the recording from each electrode is used for one channel. Analysis of these data was performed retrospectively under the auspices of the local institutional review board in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki.
Data for each patient were segmented into a number of records, where a record corresponds to a stretch of time in the IEEG recordings. Every record is up to 24 hours long, and contains at least one seizure (in the very small number of cases in which two seizures occurred less than 15 minutes apart, both are included in the same record). If the separation between the seizure in the record and the preceding one is greater than 24 hours, the beginning of the record is set to approximately 24 hours before the seizure, and its end, to approximately 20 minutes after (i.e., every seizure's postictal phase is included within the same record). If that period is less than 24 hours, then the start of the record is set to the end of the previous record, and the end is set to be no earlier than 20 minutes after the end of the seizure. In that case the endpoint of the record may be moved to a later point to maximize record length, as long as it does not cross the beginning of the next record and the 24-hour record duration limit is maintained. Some stretches of time corresponding to disconnects or nonrecording of electrodes were excluded from patient data sets. One artifact-obscured seizure was omitted from any training sets, but was still used for testing.
A seizure onset is considered to be the earliest point of unequivocal change in the IEEG waveforms leading up to a seizure, as judged by an expert electroencephalographer. We characterized our detector's performance in terms of sensitivity, specificity, and latency. Sensitivity refers to the percentage of test seizures detected. A seizure is considered successfully detected if an alarm is raised between its (expert-marked) onset and its end. The false alarm rate refers to the average number of times, per 24 hours, that the detector incorrectly declared the onset of seizure. Alarms that begin outside intervals between a seizure onset and the end of the same seizure are considered false alarms. The delay between the expert-identified electrographic onset and the time a detection algorithm indicates that a seizure has been detected is referred to as the detection latency.
To estimate our detector's performance on data from a given patient, we used a leave-onerecord-out cross-validation scheme. We avoided an evaluation method based on leaving out epochs [12] rather than records, as that approach leads to unrepresentative and misleadingly good results by including in the training set feature vectors in close temporal proximity to those in the test data.
Let N denote the number of records for a given patient. To estimate the detector's latency, sensitivity, and false alarm rate we train the detector on N -1 records from the patient. The detector is then tasked with detecting the seizure in the withheld record. For each round we record whether the test seizure was detected and, if so, with what latency. Any alarms beginning outside the seizure are also counted as false alarms. This process is repeated N times so that each record is tested. In most cases, N -1 training seizures are used for each test record, as each record contains a single seizure.
Results
Overall, 97% of the 67 test seizures were detected. The median latency with which the detector declared seizure onset (across all seizures) was 5 seconds. The median latencies for each patient are listed in Table 1 . The average false alarm rates for each patient are also listed in Table 1 . The median false alarm rate was 0.6 false detections per 24-hour period.
A notable phenomenon is that of single seizures that were deemed by a clinician to be of a distinct seizure type relative to all the other remaining seizures in the patient data set. Our detector misses or has a long latency when a test seizure largely differs from all the training seizures. One example of this is the seizure from Patient 6's data set that was missed by the algorithm, shown in Fig. 2 . The two remaining seizures from this patient were grouped together (by a clinician in the patient report) and one of them is shown in Fig. 3 . Clear differences between the seizure types include high-amplitude rhythmic spiking activity on the first anterior temporal channel in the seizure shown in Fig. 3 that is absent from the same channel in Fig. 2 . Rhythmic slowing in several anterior and posterior temporal contacts early in the onset of the seizure in Fig. 3 also does not match the activity in the seizure in Fig. 2 .
The algorithm returned a notably long median detection latency for Patient 10. The clinician report for Patient 10 indicates at least three classes of IEEG onset activity patterns across six total seizures, and notes some difference in morphology on the channels that displayed the earliest noted seizure activity within those classes. The clinical conclusion from this IEEG was that the patient had multifocal epilepsy, although the possibility of a single focus with heterogeneous propagation cannot be entirely excluded. As a result, the onset of nearly every seizure was unique in some way. The seizures in the training data, therefore, differed from one another. For every given test seizure, the paucity or absence of sufficiently similar examples of onset activity from seizures in the training set contributed to the relatively poor detection latency.
Not all cases that include multiple distinct seizure types yield poor results. More favorable results were obtained for Patient 8, for whom the clinician enumerated several seizure types (divided between left and right hemisphere onsets and presence and lack of apparent clinical symptoms). This is possibly explained by the fact that the patient's data set includes 12 seizures, and therefore, for most test seizures within this patient's data set, the classifier has incorporated more examples of seizures of the same broad type, and observed some variation in IEEG patterns among them. This allows for a better performance, particularly in reduced latency in the case of this patient's data set.
The largest false alarm rate estimate was obtained for Patient 7. Some false alarms were due to mimics of seizure onset activity; many had a morphological appearance similar to that of ictal manifestations seen in other seizures. These mimics were shorter than typical clinical seizures or were too variable in length or appearance to have been judged a seizure by clinicians. Figs. 4 and 5 illustrate examples of activity that induced alarm and the seizure activity they resemble. The high-amplitude rhythmic activity on the right subfrontal channel during the seizure in Fig. 4A also appears in the interictal epoch where false detection occurred in testing, shown in Fig. 4B . The type of activity highlighted in Fig. 4B lasted  approximately 8 seconds. Fig. 5A shows the high-frequency activity on the right posterior temporal channel in a different seizure, and Fig. 5B shows similar activity on the same channels from an interictal epoch in which a false alarm was raised. Other false alarms appear to have been caused by nonphysiological artifact that was not detected by the artifact rejection module.
In many cases, the false alarm events are unevenly concentrated in different regions in time; that is, they temporally cluster. In the case of Patient 3, 60% of false alarms (three of five) occur within a 15-minute block of time (out of a total of approximately 71 hours). Another contiguous 2-hour block contains the two remaining false alarms. Fig. 6 contains a false alarm event plot for Patient 8. It is formed using a timeline that combines all the records in correct temporal order. An event shown on the patient's false alarm plot timeline indicates the occurrence of a false alarm in a leave-one-out test on the record in which the time point fell. For this patient, 66% of false alarms fall within a single contiguous block less than 12 hours long (out of a total of 146 hours). These false alarms seem to have been triggered by types of interictal electrical activity that do not appear with significant frequency outside the record that contains this period. The lack of prior examples of similar activity in interictal periods in the training set may explain the large number of false alarms for this record. Interestingly, this cluster of false alarms begins in close proximity to the point of lowest drug concentrations during the admission period for this patient.
We explored the possibility of reducing the latencies by adjusting the K parameter. Setting K equal to 2 forces the algorithm to wait for two consecutive windows that the classifier has deemed to be part of a seizure onset before an alarm is raised. Setting K equal to 1 has the effect of reducing latencies (by a minimum of L = 1 second for every seizure for this choice of epoch length) at the expense of a false alarm rate that likely increases. The results obtained by setting K equal to 1 are summarized in Table 2 . The median latency across all detected seizures falls to 3.5 seconds. Although the latencies decrease, the median patient false alarm rate rises to 2.7 false alarms/24 hours. This alternative trade-off point may be useful for certain applications where the consequences of false alarms are less severe or lower latencies are more crucial.
Discussion
We have described a patient-specific algorithm that detects seizures by examining the shortterm evolution of spectral properties across several IEEG channels. The results of this evaluation, using an average of more than 3 days of data per patient and a full IEEG electrode set, show the efficacy of using a patient-specific algorithm for automatic seizure detection as determined by clinically relevant performance metrics.
Comparison with other approaches
Although this project builds on the work of Shoeb et al. [9, 13] , several methods have been published on seizure detection on noninvasive EEG, including some which also incorporate a support vector machine as a component [14] [15] [16] .
The median patient false alarm rate (0.6/day) and the median/mean latency across all seizures (5 seconds/6.9 seconds) obtained using our algorithms are lower than those reported in previous work on seizure detection using IEEG, and the sensitivity was comparable (97%). Algorithms such as those described by Chan et al. [17] and Chua et al. [18] were designed for offline IEEG analysis, and cannot be implemented as part of a real-time warning system. The patient-specific method of Zhang et al. [19] yielded a sensitivity of 98.8%, a mean latency of 10.8 seconds, and a combined false alarm rate of 11.8/day when tested on IEEG from 21 patients. The authors report separate figures for false alarms dichotomized into "interesting" and "uninteresting" groups. Grewal and Gotman [4] describe an algorithm with tunable parameters that can be set for a given patient using data from that patient. Using tuned parameters they report a sensitivity of 89.7%, a median latency of 17.1 seconds, and a false alarm rate of 5.3/day. The method of Aarabi et al. [5] yielded a sensitivity of 98.7%, an average latency of 11 seconds, and a false alarm rate of 6.5 per 24 hours when tested on data from six contacts per patient in the Freiburg public database [20] . The method of Gardner et al. [21] used a one-class support vector machine requiring only nonseizure data for training, and yielded a false alarm rate of 37.4/day when tested on 200 hours of data from five patients. That study allowed for negative latencies in cases in which an alarm began up to 3 minutes before a seizure, and negative average latencies were reported for several patients (although the median latencies for these patients were positive). Shoeb et al. [7] evaluated their two-channel patient-specific IEEG detector, which was constrained to compute the energy in two bands, on 81 hours of data from 17 subjects. A mean latency of 9.3 seconds and a false alarm rate of 11/day were obtained in that study. Osorio et al. [6] report impressive results. However, important differences distinguish their study from ours, including the automatic preselection of a subset of channels using patient data in their study. They also use a different evaluation methodology that includes the designation of some events that do not fall under the category of true positives as epileptiform discharges rather than false alarms. Visual review of all automated detections and a sample of interictal segments were used to determine sensitivity and specificity, and the IEEG record had not been reviewed in its entirety to locate all instances of seizures. Thus, no clear comparison can be made.
False alarm generation and evaluation
In addition to recording the false alarm rate, we examined the nature and distribution of false alarms. False alarms were often caused by electrical artifacts as well as events that had features of seizure activity. Moreover, false alarms were nonhomogenously spaced.
The temporal clustering of false alarm times has application-specific implications for the potential utility of this system. For example, consider the false alarms generated by a seizure detector for an ambulatory alerting system in a given week. The overall disruption caused by these alarms occurring a few minutes apart from one another may be less objectionable than the case where each occurs on a different day. However, the extent to which some factors may influence the number and distribution of events is not clear. For the hospitalized patients from whom the data for this study were recorded, the medication levels were changed on a daily basis. This may have caused changes in the IEEG and unfamiliar electrical patterns that led to false alarms. Nonetheless, the finding that false alarms are clustered temporally implies that long recordings are necessary in the evaluation of a seizure detector. Long records provide an ability to obtain far more representative estimates of the false alarm rate.
Impact of number of electrodes
As opposed to several other investigations, the approach used here incorporated a full set of intracranial electrodes. Overall, it is not clear what the effect of using a small subset of the channels has on the performance of classifiers. There are, however, some factors to consider. Using a full set of electrodes makes the clinical deployment of the algorithm simpler from the user's standpoint. For some patients it can be difficult to select only a few channels because ictal onset changes may involve many channels and be subtly different for each seizure. Furthermore, including all channels allows the system to leverage information that is not readily apparent to a clinical reader (from regions seemingly not involved in the onset) to better differentiate ictal and interictal patterns. On the other hand, allowing all channels to be used may lead the learning algorithm to incorporate nonspecific information that may increase the likelihood of incorrect classification. To better understand these trade-offs, a subsequent investigation of different channel counts using a given detection algorithm is necessary. Although there is currently a considerable difference between the number of channels in monitoring units and that in implantable devices, the number of channels in the latter is likely to increase.
In summary, we have demonstrated the utility of a learning-based algorithm for the early and accurate determination of seizure onsets from intracranial data. We have focused on long records from clinically complicated patients to evaluate this approach. The results from this system provide additional evidence of the potential advantages patient-specific algorithms compared with existing methods, especially when trying to balance early detection with a low false alarm rate. Approximate timing of false alarms that occurred in tests on data from Patient 8. Patient data set information and sensitivity, median latency, estimated false alarm rate obtained for each patient data set from evaluation of the seizure onset detector. 
